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This step would effectively prevent the Emperor's plan of
exchanging Sardinia for Sicily.    At the same time England
and France both found themselves  exposed to Spanish
aggression.    Ormond's expedition to Scotland in the name
of the Pretender was supported by Alberoni, and a scheme
was on foot for an attack on England and Hanover by
Sweden, Russia and Prussia.    In France, a plot to over-
throw the Regent had the encouragement of Spain.    The
is met by the reply to these attacks was the formation of the Quadruple
th^Quad.01 Alliance (1718), the Empire joining the three members of
rupie ai-      £ke Triple Alliance.    On the  one hand, the Allies were
nance, ijio.	*
pledged to secure the exchange of Sardinia for Sicily for the
Emperor and to force Philip V to abandon his designs on
imperial territory. On the other hand, Elizabeth Farnese
was to be appeased by the establishment of her son, Don
Carlos, in the Duchies of Parma and Tuscany, and the
Emperor was to be induced to abandon his use of Spanish
titles, and admit the right of Philip to the Spanish throne.
War with A brief struggle between the Allies and Spain ensued
pam* (1718-20). In France, the plot of Prince Cellamare to
overthrow the Regent was discovered: the expedition of
Ormond was defeated off the Irish coast. To strengthen
the forces of the Emperor, Stanhope intervened to bring
his war with the Turks to an end: the Peace of Passarowitz
was concluded and the Emperor was enabled to turn his full
attention to the war with Spain. England despatched her
fleet to the Mediterranean and destroyed the Spanish fleet
off Cape Passaro, Spain was obliged to make peace:
Alberoni had already been dismissed: the Emperor exchanged
Sardinia for Sicily, which he received from Savoy: in 1721
Stanhope died, and Townshend returned to power with
Walpole.
Followed by The chief points in dispute between the Empire and Spain
disputes be- -    j   -	,      .        -	.       ^	r	*
tween nad been submitted to the Congress of Cambrai, whose
Austria and sessions became protracted and whose decisions were
extremely infrequent. Whilst this Congress discussed its
problems, events were taking a novel turn. England and
Austria had come to the verge of an open rupture: for the
Emperor had licensed the Ostend Company to trade in the

